


OP-ED 

Of mental health, and equality before law 
and other random thoughts 
Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
DECEMBER 26, 2020 
 
The	 chronic	 and	 constant	 yet	 amazing	 expressions	 of	 infidelities	 between	 knowledge,	 practices,	
behaviours,	 intentions	 in	 different	 combinations	 are	 found	 in	 all	 societies.	 The	 breach	 of	 rules,	
regulations	and	systems	everywhere	no	longer	appears	either	embarrassing	or	unacceptable.	Strangely	
enough	 even	 the	 legal	 systems	 regarding	 issues/crimes	 of	 violence	 against	 anyone	 including	 trans,	
women	and	children	(that	are	currently	on	the	top	of	all	agenda	items)	are	cloaked	by	such	tapestry	of	
cataclysms.	 Simon	 Armitage,	 the	 poet	 ,	 also	 a	 professor	 of	 poetry	 once	wrote	 that	 ;…as	 a	 probation	
officer	in	a	magistrates’	court	in	the	north	of	England	–	the	high	street	supermarket	of	the	legal	system	–	
I	got	to	the	point	where	I	felt	I	was	enforcing…	not	some	gold	standard	of	justice	every	day,	but	actually	
a	series	of	moral	values.		And	there	would	be…	students	of	history	who	would	say	that	many	laws	are	
designed	to	keep	the	wealth	and	power	with	a	certain	proportion	of	the	population	and	stop	the	others	
from	getting	it.”	
Access	to	justice	and	attempts	to	promote	gender-responsive	policing,	building	the	numerical	strength	
of	women	in	law	and	related	departments	and	promoting	the	concept	of	male	gender	champions	have	
become	 familiar	 agenda	 items	 on	many	 power	 tables.	Whether	 all	 accused,	 and	 alleged	 are	 treated	
equally	by	the	law	and	is	there	any	specific	socio-economic	attributes	of	the	perpetrators	especially	 in	
the	gender-specific	crimes?	.I	attempted	to	get	some	answers	by	engaging	with	prominent	platforms	in	
the	civil	society	and	academia.	It	was	almost	impossible	to	find	authentic	statistics	and	supporting	data.	
There	is	no	Pakistan-centric	study	that	looks	into	legal	and	social	structures	and	dimensions	of	the	afore-
mentioned	 queries.	 A	 recognized	 international	 law	 expert,	 Jamal	 Aziz,	 was	 of	 the	 view	 that	 socio-
economic	conditions	and	marginalization	contribute	to	a	lack	of	awareness	of	the	rights	of	prisoners	in	
our	country.	Pakistan’s	prison	population	 is	alarmingly	high	with	a	 large	number	of	detainees	awaiting	
trial	(62.1%).	
	

“It	has	been	evidenced	that	desensitized	 inequalities	have	a	decaying	effect	
on	well-being	and	mental	health	and	lead	to	spiking	up	further	health	issues”	
	
This coupled with the culture of bribery within prisons becomes even more problematic for 
prisoners belonging to the low-income strata as they are denied access to a judge without giving 
bribes (as per the International Crisis Group). For this reason, many prisoners fall within the 
cracks in the system and do not have access to bail and are denied basic facilities within a prison 
– which they are otherwise legally entitled to. “Theoretically speaking law is equal, law equal, 
law is uniform. And there would be uniform application as well throughout the country but 
practically this is a multidimensional phenomenon to be looked in to as there are so many factors 
which influence the uniform application of law e.g., class system, literacy level, corruption, 
economic conditions etc. etc. So, what I mean is until and unless there is no education there 
would be no equality in law and we have no education at all that is why there is no uniform 
application of law’’, was the joint response of young advocate Adeeba Nosheen and Yasir Raja. 



The International Relations expert and academic, Dr.Musarat Amin, was also of the opinion that 
it can be established that all alleged criminals are not accused before law. “I have witnessed that 
the law favours the rich and the powerful.” observed, a Human Rights Defender and journalist 
Ms. Saadia Bukhari. The head of a non-profit, Ms.Anbreen Ajaib, shared that for being an 
abuser, economic status has not much to do. Being a man is enough power for him to abuse a 
woman in any role. For example, we have seen security guards and office peons harassing the 
women in their offices, even the women bosses. However, when it comes to justice, the situation 
vary for economically strong and weak persons. 

While striving to understand Gender Based Violence (GBV) that is often loosely used 
interchangeably with violence against women and children (VAWGC) for the last two decades 
or so I have travelled through the terrains of politics, political economy, conflicts, terrorism and 
allied disciplines. While working with the survivors I have often become often become curious 
about the perpetrators. What compels a professional a professional soldier in the battlefield to 
use rape of helpless women as an instrument of war? Is it an impulsive and or individual act or 
well-taught tactics of warfare? What excites a perceived pious man in a seminary to rape an 
underage disciple? 

How a father, Uncle , brother, grandfather is successful in raping and or molesting or sexually 
abusing little girls and indulge in incest? These inconvenient queries are too often sidelined in 
any discussion about and around issues of GBV and more specifically VAWGC. The liberal and 
non-liberal divide on this issue too creates more chaos than any cohesion. 

It has been evidenced that desensitized inequalities have a decaying effect on well-being and 
mental health and lead to spiking up further health issues. This not so visible challenge of 
unequal equality in legal systems necessities its addressal on war footings. Otherwise, our 
shameless surrender before all acts of injustices and abuses when committed by the mighty will 
lead to achieving alarming rate of mental disorders in a country that is too gifted but too unfairly 
governed. Let us try to welcome 2021 with the resolve to say good byes to the mindset of slaver 
slavery and servitude. 

The writer is a free thinker. 

	  



OP-ED 

Healing is the answer! An urgent appeal to 
the COAS and PM of Pakistan 
Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
DECEMBER 2, 2020 
 
 
In an age of glorification of oversimplification, instant success and speed one may wonder how 
to state what happened on the 16 December 1971 in the Ramna racecourse ground of Dhaka. The 
dismemberment of Pakistan’s Eastern wing has been summed up by the victorious side as the 
liberation and by the armed enabler as a humanitarian action. A vast majority of people, 
including well educated people of the present day Pakistan, could never recognize the magnitude 
of the misfortune. Rather they were and are led by biased nationalist/regionalist narratives, that 
too often work in favour of enemy forces. This in turn culminates in clear diversion of resources 
from priority problems like education, health, infrastructure and population. Those digital media 
warriors, who already have an anti-Pakistan agenda and/or sentiments; their interest and 
influence are further fed by the mockery of a human tragedy and humiliation of our army. The 
cost of this unattended damage is yet to be fathomed and it has certainly affected our collective 
mental health and happiness. 
A quick scan of the academic literature and gray literature around this harrowing occurrence, 
gives a blurred image of the history that led to the change in our geography. As per the late 
veteran journalist, Kasturi Rangan, in his special feature in the ‘The New York Times’ (1974), 
the then Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, during an official visit to Dhaka, stated in a public 
apology that, “shameful repression and unspeakable crimes were committed in Bangladesh by 
the Pakistani Army before the eastern part of Pakistan gained independence in December 1971.” 
The archived document also recorded that Mr. Bhutto had been disparaged by a few hundred 
demonstrators when he visited a memorial for Bengalis killed in the 1971 struggle for 
independence. During which, the demonstrators shouted, “murderer Bhutto, go back!” 
Historically, the hostility of the public sentiments had justification in their origins, however it has 
been cleverly manipulated and a plethora of literature has been produced since then to malign 
Pakistan army in particular. Sadly, the books with a tilt towards Pakistan, bearing Pakistan’s 
perspectives or aiming to straighten the record without truth-twisting are not only little known 
but too few in number. In the last two decades I have been personally inspired by three books. 
These have convincingly advocated the case of Pakistan in relation to the 1971 tragedy. Dr. 
Junaid Ahmad (A Pakistani scholar) authored, ‘Creation of Bangladesh: Myths Exploded’ 
(2017). Besides busting most of the insurgency-related myths, he meritoriously proved the 
falsehood of the number of Pakistani soldiers who surrendered. Whereas ‘Dead Reckoning: 
Memories of the 1971 Bangladesh War’ (2011), authored by American-Indian academic and 
journalist Dr. Sarmila Bose not only unfolded how the 1971 war is still playing out in the region 
but challenged the assumptions about the character of the conflict. Whilst, not exonerating the 
West Pakistani forces, Bose’s book bluntly states that the Pakistan army “ turned out to be fine 
men doing their best to fight an unconventional war within the conventions of warfare”;. This 
statement single handedly is enough to anger both external and internal enemies of our country. 
The words of internationally acclaimed Pakistani origin American strategist, Mr.Shuja Nawaz 



aptly describe Bose’s contribution as, “powerful and poignant retelling of the birth of 
Bangladesh…” and he adds, “her book should help the people of both countries accept the facts 
of that tragic and bloody separation of 1971 and to take responsibility for the war that stained the 
verdant Bengali countryside red”. One cannot ignore the stunning story “Of Martyrs and 
Marigolds” (2011), penned by Ms. Aquila Ismail (engineer, academic, writer and current director 
of the Orangi Pilot Project) .Yet to incapacitate the ache that I receive while relating with some 
passage, I must share a heart wrenching line, “no one from Bangladesh was party to the 
surrender document” (p.179). I sincerely wish that our foreign office, strategists from political 
parties and think tanks could do some deep diving and soul searching into this book. 
 
“History should not be tempered, and the past is irreversible. However, a 
proud history can be shaped, and a future filled with moral victory can be 
created by taking some intellectual risks and revisiting the moral foundations 
of politics in our part of the globe” 
 
Far from the ecosphere of biased or unbiased academic arguments and research is another 
biosphere composed of shambolic spots inhabited by some 300,000 to 450,000 human beings 
who migrated in 1947 to the Eastern part of Pakistan. 

More than half of them are in Dhaka. They are characterized by discrimination, identity crises 
and dearth of dignity. Some local and international non-profits have chosen some of them as 
target audiences and intended beneficiaries. Their stories and images create data for the research 
students and development practitioners. The usual superficial nature of the logical framework 
bound projects successfully fail to look beyond the obvious and answer the unsaid questions of 
different generations clustered in inhumane conditions. The vocal among the younger ones 
occasionally voice their anger, their demand for basic human needs and individuality through 
human rights/NGO forums. The current pandemic of COVID 19 has added more to their existing 
deprivations and vulnerabilities. A story published in Dhaka Tribune in April 2020 quoted 
Shahjahan, who lives with his five family members in a single room, “Maintaining social 
distancing is a dream for us. We have so little space to live. If the virus spreads in the camps, it 
will result in a famine here.” Internet surfing did not provide any follow up to the stories that 
intermittently emerge on TV screens and newspapers. In the “camps” of Bangladesh (Former 
East Pakistan), the unending showcasing of the multilayered deception faced by the generations 
of forgotten, abandoned and betrayed Pakistani Biharis who sided with Pakistani army in 1971 is 
neither “newsworthy” nor of any “commercial interest”. 

History should not be tempered, and the past is irreversible. However, a proud history can be 
shaped, and a future filled with moral victory can be created by taking some intellectual risks and 
revisiting the moral foundations of politics in our part of the globe. These most unfortunate 
people with many names like Bihari’, ‘Mehsoreen’, ‘Maura’, ‘Muhajir’, ‘etc. have yet to receive 
a formal, civilized and dignified exit from their current situation which they do not see (and still 
do not see) as their final destination. There are no easy solutions, but this denial has to be ended. 
Healing is the answer. 



How can this be done and more importantly who can do this? Pakistan as a mature state has to 
take urgent actions for rehabilitation of those stranded Pakistanis who want to reclaim their 
Pakistani citizenship . In spite of being a staunch advocate of democratic institutions and without 
undermining these I would not mince words in disclosing my unaltered believe that this issue of 
Pakistani stranded Biharis can only be solved by military-civil leadership’s collaboration with 
the COAS taking a lead. There should not be even an iota of competition or comparison. It is all 
about compassion and contribution. Nothing is more powerful than the power of purpose. The 
issue can be and must be settled with the intellectual strength and empathy before enemies of my 
Pakistan assemble to celebrate 50 years of the fall of Dhaka. 

The writer can be reached at dr.r.perveen@gmail.com 
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Rape crime and punishment 
Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
SEPTEMBER 14, 2020 
 
Who is the criminal in a Rape crime? It seems that a vast majority of those who can speak out 
loud and transfer a transformative change have lost the potency to answer to this seemingly 
straightforward question.  Rape, known as one of the most difficult criminal acts to prove in the 
court of law, too often, is even difficult to translate in many languages and hence the adopted 
alternatives effectively fail to depict magnitude of this crime. 

Whereas there are many countries where even the word Rape is not used to describe the offence 
in the legal language there is no dearth of societies and cultures where reasons to rape are 
endorsed, sanctioned, legitimized and popularized through media, art, literature, commercial 
cinema, panchayat/jirga ( parallel justice systems) and interpretation of religion, faith, honour 
and masculinity. Over the years the Rape has been assigned different forms like Acquaintance 
rape, Campus rape, Corrective rape, Date rape, Gang rape, Genocidal rape, Gray rape, Live 
streaming rape, Marital rape, Prison rape, Serial rape, Statutory rape, Unacknowledged rape, 
Rape by deception etc. 

In Pakistan, where along with the other types of the abuses against women and marginalized 
people Rape in its various forms is also prevalent. The reaction and response of most of the 
police officers, legislators, TRP -aware TV anchors, community influencers, and politicians keep 
on varying and getting adjusted according to the “age, appearance, character, marital status, 
social profile,” of the victim or survivor. Victims (those who died) and survivors ( those who 
remain alive), children and those with humble background get more sympathy and credibility 
(useless) and not justice (mostly). Women (especially if they are divorced, single, wear modern 
or revealing clothing) are often reminded of religious teachings and their rape experience 
undergoes a moral autopsy. In case of transgender a few from the very community and some 
non-profits register their grief and anger. The commonest outcomes in all scenarios is distraction 
of focus from the actual crime, demand of accountability, lower rate of prosecution, acquittal of 
the culprits, sudden settlement of the aggrieved and accused parties outside the court or complete 
absence of the justice. Soon the matter, the affectees ,the damaged lives, and the perpetrators, 
criminals, convicts, complicit etc. are vacated from the twitter handles, social media, traditional 
media landscapes and if the latter are powerful such crimes are even erased from the official 
records of related departments. The cycle of contradictions, confusions, blame game, blunders, 
unapologetic arrogance, audacity and amnesia continues. Each “new” rape occupies the space of 
advocacy and activism mostly by elitist voices with apparently (at times) new(er) media 
practitioners, activists, civil society groups with higher capability of commanding attention 
according to the medium of communication emerge. 

 



“Under no circumstances choreographed activism, elitist vocabulary, biased 
research and resourcefully trivializing the crime should be replaced by 
informed and authentic survivor-centered approaches and unconditional 
social justice” 

Different countries have different punishments in their law for a crime against rape. For instance, 
in China, with quick court proceedings death penalty is declared once the rapist is convicted. 
This is done by firing a single bullet at the spinal cord joining the neck. Another punishment 
given to the rapists in China is castration. Death by hanging is the reprimand for Rape, in Egypt. 
Masses and classes of various societies including ours have splitted opinion about the death 
penalty. Prominent human rights activists and advocates and technical and aid agencies find the 
idea of deterrence through death penalty as flawed. There is a school of thought that believes that 
Rape happens because of the enabling and inviting factors created by the one who is raped. 
There is another mainstream opinion that if a woman or a girl experiences any form of violence 
including rape she is supposed to remain silent for the sake of honour of her family, convenience 
in her own life and rewards hereafter. Then there is a group under the umbrella term feminists. 
This group believes that Rape is a form of gender based violence and the offender should be 
punished. 

A society and a state need to accept that candid conversations and trustworthy dissention are 
always rewarding. However, under no circumstances choreographed activism, elitist vocabulary, 
biased research and resourcefully trivializing the crime should be replaced by informed and 
authentic survivor-centered approaches and unconditional social justice. To date there is no 
consensus on the mode/s of punishment against Rape in Pakistan. “Remove the crime” or 
“remove the criminals” have become the point of contest. Both are equally important and 
different but coordinated approaches are required to address this complex and multifaceted issue. 
Any crime including the crimes that fall under GBV owe their existence to the license to liberty 
of committing crimes without getting punished -the Impunity-that exists in all countries as there 
is yet to be an egalitarian State but more so in countries like ours with relative democracy, almost 
no rule of law and advanced inequalities. The Carceral feminists (the phrase carceral feminism 
was coined by feminist sociologist Elizabeth Bernstein in 2007 )support this particular approach 
that sees increased policing, prosecution, and imprisonment as the primary solution to violence 
against women and does not acknowledge that police are often vendors of violence and that 
prisons are always sites of violence. Without totally disregarding this brand of feminism and 
relevance of good governance, one wonders what should be the punishment for the rapists (if not 
death) and who should be punished in a rape crime? Rape is a cognizable crime; I wish that 
public display of insensitivity, servility and stupidity by responsible authorities could be 
cognizable too! 

The writer an intersectional feminist, has worked with disadvantaged communities, led a police 
project, worked with legislators, authored various analytical reports on GBV & violence against 
women and girls in Pakistan and is an award-winning TV Producer for her pioneering series on 
Gender issues from PTV way back in 2001.  



OP-ED 

Leave a legacy not a CV! 
 

Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
JUNE 24, 2020 
 
The global pandemic COVID 19 while accelerating in Pakistan is not only unmasking the 
minuses of our health systems and governance but it is also putrefying certain myths about many 
good- hearted individuals and institutions. Many ordinary Pakistanis are becoming aware of this 
barren bargain simply due to their privileged access to the internet and insulate any fake news 
from alternative facts. The plusses of contemporary technology do not need any validation from 
tech-design-illiterates but tech-savvy beneficiaries (like myself). The technologies are mercifully 
connecting us in times when spatial/healthy distancing (do not want to use the misnomer “social 
distancing”) is equated with saving lives. The binary choices of life and livelihoods are being 
debated, and rights based believers do not buy this. A number of official meetings(of, for and 
from the development sector) are happening these days. Knowing the voids, enigmas and 
minutiae of the convoluted pathways of development is the citizens’ right to information. 
“it is an obligation for the leaders from all disciplines and sectors to adopt a 
visible position for taking practical steps for those women and others who 
are bullied and harassed even in their own organizations, who experience 
recurring unfairness in the name of human resource policy and who suffer 
from exploitations of different forms” 
Many of us who happen to have sound academic background in medical sciences, spent some 
tangible decades in the industry called social development have been doing (non-choreographed) 
activism and have authentic incompetence to play to the gallery are now clearly confused. What 
are the leaders in the development industry actually doing these days? Special disappointment 
for the few women there. It is becoming imperative to palpate toxic feminism which can be more 
devastating than the hegemonic toxic masculinities. Strategic display of empathy and 
nonconformity does take many women to newer heights and qualify them to get a seat at a table. 
However, this neither makes them suffragettes nor justify their inactions for women who are still 
dealing with the sticky floor, glass wall, glass cliff and other biases-based barriers. How can a 
Pandemic be managed with greed, misinformation, delays, nepotism, insensitivity, and through 
meaningless clatter and clamor? What is the purpose of online conclaves by well-placed 
professionals when the target audience is mostly not clearly defined, and the outcome is not 
considered significant? Are they talking among themselves and showcasing a group of 
influencers to a mixed bag of recipients who can understand their language? Why are they 
discussing, sharing and communicating old(er) prescriptions with new(er) prefix and hash tag 
Pandemic Covid 19? Call for actions that are context-specific, inclusive and accessible is rarely 
heard or seen. Initiating a telephonic help line or sharing the information about an existing one as 
a dedicated resource in this peculiar scenario lowers the trust and credibility. The spirit of 
effective communication obliges the decision takers and (their spokespersons too) to clearly and 
correctly pronounce the limitations of their initiatives. Some highly sensitive and serious matters 
like Mental health and gender violence are verbosely merchandised. The volume of aid for 



dispensing actual services (beyond active yet hollow advocacy, rhetoric and photoshoots) 
remains a riddle if not a secret. 

It is an obligation for the leaders from all disciplines and sectors to adopt a visible position for 
taking practical steps for those women and others who are bullied and harassed even in their own 
organizations, who experience recurring unfairness in the name of human resource policy and 
who suffer from exploitations of different forms. The deliberate distraction on the social media 
to nonissues and distancing from the issues of farmers, small traders, disabled and divorced 
mothers, women headed households, poor salary scales of health care providers of different 
cadres and the list goes on is loathsome. There is a dire need to dare to rethink and reflect on this 
ploy rather than waiting for the new edition of the paper gate like the one recently released by the 
World Bank. It seems that only any miracle from Allah can enable all those who are the face of 
different domains of power to empathize with the stigmatized, poor and marginalized of our 
beloved Pakistan, refrain from the deceit in the development and mockery of the people from the 
modest socioeconomic strata. At times one may wonder if there are any leaders or are there just a 
few highly placed and well- behaved employees? If there are any leaders and I talk specifically 
of women leader I believe that they need to rise above the biases of all origins and be ready to 
pay the price of empowerment instead of enjoying the convenience in remaining silent on tough 
issues and tied to the normative status of social in justice. 

The reality checks yield a picture that stands in sharp contrasts with the proud and gratified faces 
of the “accomplished” leaders visible on traditional and new age media. Women in Pakistan who 
can make a difference have yet to set aside their own interests and get rid of insecurities in their 
careers. The courage that they keep on admiring for unnamed protestors in a women March or 
global celebrities has yet to be reflected in their own leadership styles. One may wonder where 
do the gender lens and COVID19 lens go when the top leadership especially among women 
unashamedly fail to advocate for the hardship allowances, health insurance for all team 
members. As of today, there is neither any impact oriented challenge to the elitist-patriarchal 
consensus by influencer women nor noticeable actions that are in conformity with the three core 
values of development i.e., ability to sustain, freedom to choose and maintenance of self-esteem. 
The digital defense, diagnosis, dialogue are nothing but a charade and casualty of the conviction 
that a common person in general and vulnerable communities of women put in the State and 
many powerful platforms. 

The writer can be reached at dr.r.perveen@gmail.com 

  



OP-ED 

To Whom It May Concern 
Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
JUNE 9, 2020 
 
The corporeal existence in a graceless mix of Machiavellian, Kafkaesque and Orwellian times 
presents many arcane moments to those very few people, who have no significant influence on 
any dimension of human development and rights and yet they continue to think about 
kleptocracy, oligarchy and unremitting social injustices. In an exceedingly unequal world, the 
solidarity shown in US, Europe, Australia and many other developed countries, against racism 
following the brutal murder of an American citizen George Floyd is setting a new hope. The 
marching and chanting millions, longing to setup an indiscriminate society and state where all 
poor souls can freely breathe is impressively confronting the thriving asphyxia-generating 
systems and structures. While glued to the TV channels bringing heart wrenching and game 
changing visuals and voices I started re-re -…..- diagnosing the deafening silence, surplus of 
ceremonial stratagems and debit of courage in the homeland. This re-re-…..-reliazation was 
exceptionally tormenting this time due the influence and impact of ongoing Pandemic and its 
convincingly uncouth and uncaring (mis)management. 

Uploading the resistance poetry on social media is not only cooler but much more convenient 
than actually adopting those ideas in our everyday lives because this is not only dim-witted but 
dangerous-seriously dangerous- especially when done without any monetary gain. Our legendary 
Habib Jalib is the only famous Pakistani who actually lived with the values he wrote about and 
no power succeeded to stifle his desire to change the rules of business that logically he cannot 
change. 

Many of us Pakistanis are largely tied to our own set of yardsticks of pragmatism. Elites of civil, 
military and media bureaucracies have many untold stories with different plots and protagonists, 
but the climax remain the same; they all compromise (by choice or under compulsion) to elevate 
their status and power and secure future of their near and dear ones. Their departing from the hot 
seats (and there are few who leave voluntarily while still alive ) and their redemption (responses 
range include seeking refuge into a reclusive life or religion, leaving this country and or writing 
an explosive memoire, becoming an enthusiastic blogger, twitter intellectual or participating in 
street activism) is meaningless when one looks at the irreversible damages they did- seldom seen 
as cognizable or should be cognizable crimes. The ugly truth is that because of them many 
millions of lives often casually labelled as the children of lesser God suffer in the extent that 
cannot be measured by diplomatically scripted speeches and write ups of any genre. 

“Why population and development programme shamelessly failed to convince 
the poor of this country to access healthy timing and spacing of pregnancy 
whereas many developing countries including Muslim countries effectively 



addressed harmful cultural practices and misinterpreted religious teachings 
without their glorification?” 
 
While I am still breathing I sincerely believe I must not stop communicating that silence on 
violence makes one an abettor a complicit too. Today I want to convey my protest (no matter 
how futile) to many of us Pakistanis for not doing their mandatory duties that could have reduced 
if not eliminated many preventable social mishaps and crimes. I am addressing you; look at the 
Constitution of this country-why could not you ensure that all children up to 18 years must be in 
schools and not in any harmful or not so harmful occupations. I want to express my 
unfathomable shock at your audacity -you are merely tweeting about the murder and rape of 
young kids in calculated words and not your assigned job. You even failed to show remorse 
(fake) on the absence of the adequate legislation and the rule of law. I wish to convey my severe 
discomfort for the disapproval of capital punishment of rapists (following a fair trial) especially 
child rapists (because you do not wish to earn the wrath of your personal friends and a larger 
donors ‘community). I want to question (knowing that likes of me not only remain unheard but 
jeopardize their work lives as well) that why population and development programme 
shamelessly failed to convince the poor of this country to access and adopt healthy timing and 
spacing of pregnancy whereas many developing countries including Muslim countries effectively 
addressed harmful cultural practices and misinterpreted religious teachings without their 
glorification? Why my country is always successful in the justification of the inability to deliver 
the desired results in all sectors affecting human development? I urge upon all powerful 
platforms to review their procedure for acquiring ” informed consents” and better refrain from 
showing the faces of young women receiving free obstetric health care and surgeries. I want to 
question about the sensibleness of ripping off the dignity of the downtrodden communities by 
photographing them during ration distribution and cash disbursement. Don’t you know you are 
fulfilling your obligations and not doing any act of random kindness from your own pockets? 

It gives me a personal sense of deceit, defeat and disappointment (as an old time activist and 
somebody who once served as PTI’s Secretary Political training of central women wing )on not 
locating even a smaller group yet a critical mass of compassionate and community-centered 
political leaders who could match the likes of Ms. Mahua Mahutra MP- India, Ms. Sarah 
Champion MP- UK or Ms. Jacinda Ardern-PM New Zealand etc. in my legislatures. 

Finally, I am short of drafting any comment after detecting consent, consensus and connivance in 
one single piece of the news that the MNAs who are already entitled to 25 business class air 
tickets for traveling from their hometowns to Islamabad and back to attend the sessions of the 
National Assembly and standing committees can now this use (tax payer’s money) privilege for 
the travel expenses of their family members too. This new “subsidy” also sabotaged my plan to 
write about the parliamentarians of Sweden . But only likes are comparable and it remains my 
solecism to get skittish on neither newsworthy nor sellable issues. 

The writer is a free thinker. She can be reached at dr.r.perveen@gmail.com 

  



OP-ED 

Triage Time 
Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
MAY 23, 2020 
 
According to a policy brief of the UN, a total of 106 countries had introduced or adapted social 
protection and jobs programs in response to COVID-19 by April 3,2020 and 65 countries had 
passed the fiscal response packages equivalent to a total of US$4.8 trillion, as of March 31, 2020. 
Yet, the course of Pandemic Covid 19 is still imprecise. What is clear and certain by now is the 
confusion-durable confusion and disgusting apathy in the leadership responses of some powerful 
men-led governments. Vulnerable populations like indigenous people and tribes, migrants, 
asylum seekers, people with disabilities, etc. are disproportionately shaken even in many 
developed countries. The world was never fair. This current Pandemic has merely exposed some 
more details of the extent of injustice and monopolies. 

The situation in Pakistan is not only perfectly tragic but tragically ironic too. After a relatively 
dispassionate overview of a diverse range of the development, political and social media content 
produced in the last 60 day , I can claim that a calamity of this magnitude failed to bring out the 
required national solidarity and cohesive response at many levels. A number of those who hold 
any office especially public office are not at all careful in choosing their style and words while 
showcasing their success on social media. They must sound (at least sound) humble. The virus is 
still around and there is no meaning in the display of pre-mature and over excitement on 
completing the needful (actual or perceived). While acknowledging the hard work and the zeal of 
a number of civil servants , special advisers, influencers and well-funded NGOs and enterprises, 
(as projected on social media) , I sincerely believe that exhibiting humility , politesse and 
decorum is not a bad idea. 

“Dedicated to the denigrated women headed households and voiceless non-tech and traditional 
entrepreneurs and wage earners” 

 
 
This pandemic necessities prioritization plan in each and every sector of national development. 
Most of the factors that affect health sector lie outside this very sector. The weaknesses of our 
health systems are no longer any secret. Nepotism and political postings have not spared this 
sector as well. While apparent attention is going to COVID 19 patients, some urgent issues may 
also command the attention of those who are in the corridors of power. Health and Hygiene are 
interlinked and interlocked. Water supply sources must be reexamined. Public toilets( not so 
public here), are simply UNUSABLE. Even toilets in large power studded buildings are in 
miserable shape. Pay attention to existing rest rooms and water supplies in all official buildings 
and health care facilities. Most of the hospitals (both in public and private sectors) lack standard 
waste management system – it should be in place-ASAP. 



Understanding the needs of 212.2 million Pakistanis is inevitable for an effective leadership, 
mentally healthy society and a stable state. People, including Women and People with 
Disabilities are Not homogenous. Can Pakistan create an opportunity (out of this highly complex 
challenge) by taking advantage of the spirit of philanthropy and transforming its public policies 
and practices? Imagine a post Covid 19 Pakistan filled with accessible public spaces, Ramps 
Voice Traffic Signals , all sign boards/ visiting cards with Braille, Hospital staff trained in sign 
language, shelter homes and free legal aid for the survivors of violence etc. A serious and 
strategic approach is needed to make ordinary people’s lives better through correct solutions. Our 
governments must announce Hardship funds for employees and ask the private sector 
organizations to do the same. The spirit of charity is priceless and irreplaceable. However, there 
is no harm in reimagining and re-establishing expanded roles of mosques, shrines, temples, 
churches etc. through the elected representatives. These can offer many services to the 
disadvantaged without damaging their self-esteem. The innovators and experts can and should 
Go beyond the Charity Model. 

Gender becomes a misplaced and misunderstood priority in times of crises. What needs to be 
realized is that the Gender mainstreaming, does not disallow women-centered actions. Women 
and girls (including trans), who are harmed and harassed in real spaces need to be rescued 
immediately and actually (not digitally). Their rights and representation need to be genuinely 
protected. Managing a family Business, doing social entrepreneurship with boot strap model and 
selling fruit or driving a taxi/truck by women due to destitution are commendable, but not 
interchangeable. Lines of compulsion and choices must not be muddled. Many Pakistani women 
and families experience different harmful practices that are often endorsed in the name of 
culture. Can our legislators challenge ;the system of dowry , child and forced marriages , the 
curse of big fat weddings and the discrimination based on marital status in the taxation system? 
These are preventable forms of problems that lead to violence including emotional abuse. 

Inclusive and well-coordinated planning processes must be started for the recovery phase while 
responding to the immediate needs with empathy. The technology must be redirected as a new 
normal, towards reducing rather than exacerbating exclusion and inequalities. It is time to 
understand Triage and observe it even outside the ICUs of hospitals and e-meetings. People 
especially the marginalized ones need basic minimum services and facilities. Take technology to 
the forlorn places, fields and farms and invest in traditional sectors and workers with the spirit of 
shared prosperity. 

The writer is an intersectional feminist 

  



OP-ED 

Are all mothers equal? 
Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
MAY 12, 2020 
 
Are all mothers equal? There is not a straightforward answer to this seemingly straightforward 
question. In a world that incessantly becomes hugely divided and disturbed both in actual and 
virtual spaces by the issues of emancipation and equality of women and their perceived “scary”, 
“immoral”, “irreligious”, and “anti-culture” outcomes it remains an undeniable fact that mothers 
command undisputed respect. Countless women (are often made to) sacrifice their own dreams, 
ambitions, choices and above all their own self-respect with or without self-realization or public 
knowledge. Women as mothers are marvelous actors and multitaskers. In a conventional 
arrangement and even in the private sphere of not so conventional ones they do everything and 
remain in a perpetual state of readiness to get the title of ” good women and worth worshipping 
mothers”. 

In this imperfect world there are many “imperfect” women, who are more imperfect than other 
imperfect mothers and they somehow develop the courage to refuse to live a life filled with 
hypocrisies, lies and disrespect; sanctioned culturally and at times legally in the guise of family 
honour, values and economic needs. They stand up against verbal and or physical abuse on 
bringing less dowry, giving birth to daughters, not showing remarkable cooking skills, not 
handing over their salaries to the husbands and in-laws, not remaining silent on finding 
themselves suffering from any sexually transmitted disease due to a promiscuous husband or 
simply not meeting the desired or required standards of visual appeal. These women in spite of 
knowing their legal and religious rights give up all benefits just to escape in one piece with their 
kids a violent environment. These mothers are continuously judged, questioned and stigmatized. 
The smarter among them with better education and or skills set start a new journey and explore 
new opportunities that make them eventually , financially secured. In a typical lower and lower 
middle class, they never get the same respect and worth even in their own families ( and I talk 
from personal experience and several observations). The reason remains their nonconformity 
with their socio-economic class based norms and overarching patriarchy. Those who get married 
again and to reasonably powerful men happily hang around with suddenly amnesic relatives, 
colleagues and friends. The added challenge remains with “comfortably divorced” mothers -the 
not so well behaved women. They continue to face new heights of low attitudes and systematic 
snags. Their children also bear the cost of their mother’s noncompliance with subjugation ( it can 
either make them or break them). 

Within sole mothers the plight and predicament of widows, divorcees, abandoned wives and 
mothers who were raped in war and conflicts should not be compared and contrasted but 
respectfully understood with context specification 

While it is not possible to find an instant and singular solution this complicated issue with a 
complex spectrum of gender bias, class bias, honour interpretation, attitudinal issues etc.etc. one 



looks at the state for some remedial actions. Many Pro-women legislation, increased political 
participation and economic freedom have been instituted in Pakistan. However, in a country 
where women earn less than 34% of men and work 11 hours more than men in unpaid care and 
domestic care (according to research reports by the ILO and UNWomen), the issues of single 
mothers in general and divorced mothers in particular have yet to draw the required attention in 
policy, advocacy and activism. These women face many tricky aspects of violence and abuse and 
are essentially unrepresented. One such facet of gender discrimination and inequity is the 
taxation system of Pakistan. I even wrote a book on this issue that was published by Friedrich 
Nauman Foundation/Economic Freedom Network and contained interviews of many politicians, 
legislators and policy makers, but nothing has been done so far practically . 

Gender-based taxation and marital status based has yet to gain consensus here from economists 
and policy makers. In my pioneering research in 2009-10, on the idea of a tax break for single 
women other than widows (as they are already exempted from property tax) in Pakistan, I found 
that the proposed tax break for certain groups of Pakistani women (divorced mothers, divorced, 
disabled and ‘never married’ women above the age of 40 years) can emerge not only as one of 
the means of freedom from the stigma and servitude for these women, but also allow sustenance 
to many women who are overworked and underpaid by diluting, if not dissolving, different 
layers of discrimination. One of the most frequent questions I faced while disseminating the idea 
was that why men belonging to this category should not be offered similar concessions. My 
answer has remained that ours is an unequal world where certain groups are always ‘more equal’ 
than the others. An expected criticism could be that the Excise and Taxation Department may 
face a conflict of interest. Their function is to increase revenue. Yes, but usually taxation systems 
knowingly and unknowingly both are taxing the poor while the mighty evade taxes. Further, the 
estimated number of such women will not be high enough to diminish the revenue generated by 
these departments. An affirmative action like this may motivate employers to hire such women. 

The motherhood penalty and motherhood wage gap are stark realities. Motherhood like 
womanhood is not homogenous. The status and standing of partnered mothers and sole mothers 
are definitely different. Within sole mothers the plight and predicament of widows, divorcees, 
abandoned wives and mothers who were raped in war and conflicts should not be compared and 
contrasted but respectfully understood with context specification. What is yet to be determined is 
the cost of the enviable and earned respect ,associated with motherhood, through a resilient 
woman’s eye who is not agreeing to the yardsticks and parameters set up by the societal 
custodians, economists and politicians. The claims of mothers who are single through pathways 
other than being widowed, have yet to be comprehended and integrated, in the budgets and social 
development policies. I look forward to the day when civil society, legislators and donor groups 
can actually understand this multi-faceted issue in Pakistani contexts. This demands a substantial 
understanding of the strategic needs of such single mothers. In the backdrop of COVID19 
Pandemic response I have yet to hear any voice for urban, educated and or skilled single mothers 
and who are heading households and have lost or losing their livelihoods. Yet again such issues 
need empathy lens that is rarely applied in policy-making and programming.. 

The writer is an intersectional feminist 



OP-ED 

Distancing is Healthy: Let Empathy be the 
New World Order 
Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
APRIL 1, 2020 
 
 
Amidst the ongoing chaos and calamities caused by the current disrespectful Pandemic and the 
clutter and clamor of endless varieties it necessitates an ample amount of careless risk taking, 
silliness, naïveté and defiance to allow oneself to pen these lines. This Pandemic is providing an 
adequate rationality to exercise my right of freedom of expression (of course with responsibility) 
but not with diplomacy. About 25 years ago or when I first used the word empathy in a 
conversation with some educated people meaning those who write flawless English, speak with 
perfect accent and have strong surnames) they gave me a blank look. As a teacher of Public 
Health and Gender Studies my well behaved students listened to me respectfully in the 
classrooms, without hearing me. When I talked about the concept empathy in Europe in different 
classrooms, I was advised to do more journalism (then I was a TV anchor too) rather than 
pursuing an academic career. My writings and speeches used to contain words like dreams, 
empathy and ending inequality. 

Rules of the world changed quite quickly and all such “unrealistic ideas that many nonentities 
used to think, say and tried to spread were ingeniously branded by powerful platforms. A 
“MUTANT” empathy is an enterprise now. Developed countries have started teaching in the 
classrooms and Ivy League Universities are doing research and questions are being asked; Is 
empathy teachable? The state and society, both, globally are characterized, effectively by a 
strange combination of apathy, charity and selectiveness in almost every sphere of human life 
and aspects of national development. 

“As a kid I read a short story: A poor family who often remain hungry received food for 3 days 
from their wealthy neighbours when the head, the father died. One of the younger kids observed 
the change and prayed for the death of more in his family.” 

I recall some moments from the past. As a youth delegate to Japan in the last decade of the 20th 
century, I saw homeless University teachers and noted high suicide rate among youth. I was in 
London over a weekend from Amsterdam in 1999 when I saw a white man hurriedly picking the 
left over chicken drumstick that I threw in a garbage den in the Oxford street. Visiting food 
banks in US and the predicament of slums in DC rather their very existent used to be a 
traumatizing experience. 

Even while transitioning from a young development practitioner to a more mature and 
experienced one I kept on getting disturbed more by the evidence of inequalities, disparities, 
gender based violence, sexism, racism in the developed world( without disregarding their 



advancement in technology and rule of laws) than the case studies and empirical evidence 
generated by a wealth of research in Africa, Latin America and South Asia. 

The inability to come on terms with the violation of equality norms in organizations that are seen 
as the champions of higher moral values and rights-based approaches and the resultant visible 
defiance kept many technically competent people either from even entering into such 
organizations or becoming a member of their leadership pools. Hence, we get a world where a 
vast majority of influencers in politics, parliaments and development sectors are those who are 
either with a corporate mind ( profit Profit infinite Inc.) or can work with these standards with 
complete ease if not insensitivity. Have a cursory look: where the money ( most of it) goes? It 
goes to the arms (manufacturing and selling), embedded media, propaganda and to make more 
noise on Social Media for saving women and all vulnerable from harassment in cyber space than 
the real space. Very cautiously, a callous business was trademarked as entrepreneurship and then 
suddenly it became The Social Entrepreneurship – originally the virtuous face of capitalism. This 
metamorphosis created new criteria for pro-people achievements like an invitation to Davos, 
grant winning or any other award that revolves around certain defined thematic areas. 

Pakistan, my country, the fifth most populous country (average household size is 6.6 persons) 
with a youth bulge and stunting among children (an indicator of poor status of health of pregnant 
mothers), as a key health issue, is also shackled by the Pandemic. Each day I see tons of 
information in different arrangements. Very little of this all is actually practical for the poor of 
this unfortunate country that is also bearing the crises of empathetic leadership at all levels in 
nearly all sectors. Even in this unfathomable crisis and tragedy I read notes from the wealthy and 
elites (many honourable legislators included) that how undisciplined our people are who do not 
follow social distancing rules while trying to get “free ration”. It is civilized to be careful in the 
choice of words. Larger millions of our people have been kept hungry, unemployed, unskilled 
and excluded in many ways. A majority of those few millions who are privileged suffer, from the 
arrogance of piety and patriotism. There are no ethics and etiquettes in poverty and disasters. 
Treat others with compassion, forgiveness and equality or just replace these words and many 
other SOPs with one word- Empathy. I am halting here my emotionally unintelligent thoughts 
with some appeals: 

The Governments of the day : Include Health in the constitution as a right and provide tax breaks 
to single and or disabled women and mothers who are the breadwinners of their families. 

The UN System, MNC ,IFIs and all those who can be of any influence: Include health insurance 
as a mandatory standard in your own policies for any category of employees/consultants and for 
other organizations. 

The WHO: Replace Social Distancing term by Healthy Distancing and widely circulate the 
original and complete definition of health that it is a state of complete physical, mental and social 
well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. The enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of every human being without 
distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic or social condition. 



The US & other dominant countries: Health was distanced conspicuously and now you can see 
the consequences. Kindly distance from war/ conflicts ( yes there is money and news in this 
business, but it is useless). You know it! 

May those who survive would unlearn more by this humbling experience and enable themselves 
to create an economic world order woven with empathy ( yes these can be mutually 
nonexclusive). 

The writer tweets at rakhshinda_dr 
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Some incoherent thoughts on IWD 2020-I am 
Generation Equality: Realizing Women’s 
Rights 
Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
MARCH 4, 2020 
 
The well-known march in New York in 1908, honouring the 1857 march by the sisters in the 
needle trades; according to a French historian and feminist activist Françoise Picq, never 
happened. There is another story that journalist turned Marxist politician, Clara Zetkin, as the 
Leader of the “Women’s Office” for the Social Democratic Party in Germany in 1910, tabled the 
idea of an International Women’s Day to press for woman’s’ demands. Irrespective of the 
correctness and accuracy of either of the two narratives, March 8th is celebrated globally as the 
International Women’s Day with the patronage of a number of powerful personalities and 
platforms. It is pitched as an utterance of gender equality. 

For the Advocates of women rights this day is yet another expression of an unadulterated passion 
for an ongoing movement to achieve equality for women. For the adversaries especially those 
who can contract all genera of eerie ideas by the mere word Feminism it is (in the mildest form) 
a fleeting fashion adopted at the expense of Donors’ funds with vested interests. 

The IWD with its inherent controversies also arrives in Pakistan with an altogether unique set of 
hullabaloos. Even in the year 2020, it seems it is considered sage to spare time in determining 
and disputing whether it is safe, moral and justifiable for women to demand for equal 
opportunities. 

The share of racism, sexism and ageism is greater for women who also bear a greater burden of 
diseases, poverty and honour. The discrimination and indignity withstood by the legend 
Katherine Johnson the “Black Mathematician”, at NASA, celebrated much later in the novel and 
movie “Hidden Figures”, activist -academic Dr. Angela Davis or the barriers broken by Jennifer 
Josephine Hosten, the first Black Miss World in 1970 and those who followed her steps later are 
no secrets. Distancing from “White supremacy” discourse have a look at the messes of the 
extraordinary white women. An apt example is that of Madonna, who always courted 
controversy but exposed with unmatched decorum her heart-rending lessons about ageing. 

It is not only the show-biz industry that pesters women and use or abuse them as objects. This 
catastrophe strikes everywhere including the social development sector. The only difference is 
that the casting couch of entertainment world is more visible and appears to many as matching 
the demands of their business. 



Moral pedestals and principles are carved in human resource policies as the core values and 
competencies. However, the contrast and contradictions remain buried in the fear of 
unemployment, bad references, demotion, personal grudges and what not. The culture of winning 
at any cost rather than the desire to be successful through mere hard work only is the rule that 
works. A celebrity or a brand ambassador may attract rounds of applause for standing against 
inequality, intolerance, rights violation of any sort but similar actions by a defenseless but skilled 
employee especially women are neither expected nor accepted. 

“Patriarchal consensus when merged with elitist consensus gives birth to newer and more 
muddled models of favoritisms and chauvinism. Consequently, patriarchy does not remain 
biological but solidifies as an ideological error.” 

Patriarchal consensus when merged with elitist consensus gives birth to newer and more 
muddled models of favoritisms and chauvinism. Consequently, patriarchy does not remain 
biological but solidifies as an ideological error. World is a stage, and we all are actors, 
knowingly or unknowingly. I know many men who brilliantly launched themselves as feminists. 
They are in fact only good crowd pullers and pro-women. I know many wonderful women who 
are recognized feminists. In reality they remain the slaves of class, power and entitlements. 

Women who are not proficient in addressing deception, toxic and threatening behaviours are 
“losers” in the household affairs as well at the workplaces. Influential institutions including Ivy 
leagues tend to invest more on instructing negotiating and bargaining skills on evil rather than 
glorifying the truth and nurturing ethics. The world in spite of amazing advancement in 
technology looks worse than a boisterous jungle where only might is right and not vice versa. 

One must be able to appreciate gains and look at the half full glass as well. However, in this urge 
to appear optimist and positive thinker one must not compromise on reality and veracity. 
Seasonal projects, charity as a strategy for addressing health and livelihood challenges, mass 
weddings, women driving trucks and taxis under compulsion, ill-equipped shelters for the jobless 
men and women survivors of violence, hurried trainings , NGOs selling victims for short-term 
projects, choreographed activism and social media influencers always acts as effective diversions 
and temporary treatments for our country. One wonders how long such performances and 
practices would continue ? 

In the spirit of sisterhood, all women must strengthen each other. Sincerity in solidarity must 
never be banished. Endorsing abusive power, patriarchy including women-led patriarchy and 
loss of merit is not only a disservice to the overall cause of feminism but also to the interests of 
our national development. 

Take a random sample of all high achievers among women in any discipline in Pakistan and one 
will find that a majority of such talented ones have a strong surname, push of the class and pull 
of triumphant networking with establishments who matter. With this actuality one wonders how 
a critical mass of ordinary women irrespective of their determination and talent can be genuinely 
enabled in a patriarchal system that shamelessly sanctions sycophancy and flattering? What 



Pakistan needs is an integration of nonelite women and all disadvantaged groups in decision 
making processes. Can power and economic elites of Pakistan decide not to act as the custodians 
of a deprived the majority and refrain from nepotism? Pakistan needs thinking minds, caring 
hearts and transformational not transactional leadership and policies. 

The writer is an intersectional feminist 
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Dr Rakhshinda Perveen 
JANUARY 4, 2020 
 

Dedicated to all Pakistani women who speak up and to all those who are silenced The 365 days 
of 2019 like all other years too had been different for different women who form 49% of 
Pakistan’s total population. The word feminist beyond the idea of categorizing feminism as geek, 
liberal, socialist, radical etc. Gained new attentions and controversies while the basic condition 
of achieving equality among sexes i.e., social justice was persistently unheeded. 

Myriad voices from multi-level platforms continued unveiling multi-layered 
inequitablenesslikeundervalued,underrepresented,underfunded,underestimated,under- 
representation and underpayment, faced by a cross section of women occupied media and 
comfortable halls of hotels. With this premise one wonders how to reflect on what has happened 
during 2019 regarding women’s rights? Were there any unambiguous wins on ground and what 
are the justifications of remaining cheerful outside well edited reports? Last year too remained 
cluttered with jargons, ceremonial activities and cosmetic actions related to women’s’ 
emancipation. 

Ordinary Women in in vocations like nursing, paramedics, blue-collar labour, domestic help, 
hospitality services, cotton-plucking, etc. maintained their low status and marginalization from 



mainstream interventions if any for empowering women. Highly educated and or skilled , but 
self-made and ill-connected Women in apparently prestigious professions like teaching, 
medicine, marketing, business etc. too persist as powerless and unheard. The quandary of women 
languishing in jails, bagnio, trafficking, forced and underage marriages flopped to control the 
tangible responsiveness. No assistance provided to countless cases of myriad forms of abuses 
against women and girls (leaving aside too few credible professionals and professionally-run 
non-profits-but the scope of their services and works is too limited). Some start-ups backed by 
donor agencies and highflying corporate groups did raise the hope of youth empowerment and 
future of younger women in entrepreneurship but remains to be understood and seen beyond 
slogans and soundbites. Last year too kept on projecting poor women including women patients 
as salvation for rich charities and high profile technical and aid agencies. 

No assistance provided to countless cases of myriad forms of abuses against women and girls 
(leaving aside too few credible professionals and professionally-run non-profits-but the scope of 
their services and works is too limited) 

According to an illustrious lawyer Jamila Aslam;”The civil society works assiduously towards 
economic empowerment of women, but nothing is done to create legal awareness whereby they 
are enlightened for their rights. Particularly their right over their earnings, inheritance and their 
rights in marriage”. Human rights activists are all time optimists and therefore, eminent feminist 
, Nasreen Azher, is of the view ;” a positive thing that has happened is that there is greater 
awareness of child sexual abuse of girls as well as of boys as compared to before. While people 
knew that abuse of boys in particular is rampant at bus stops and in wayside hotels, but today 
there is more willingness to do something about it. Also, as far as VAW is concerned, women are 
now speaking out more openly about the harassment they have been encountering for hundreds 
of years in their daily lives. While it is a positive development that they have overcome the 
reluctance to protest against violations of their bodies, but this must not turn into women versus 
men battle. Feminists believe that men behave as they do because they are socialized to see 
themselves as superior beings in the blatantly unequal social order that rules the world. This 
patriarchal and exploitative social order uses violence against women and the poor in order to 
maintain things as they are.” Prominent women rights leader Anbreen Ajaib felt demotivated 
several times during 2019 because of the shrinking spaces for women human rights defenders 
and the organizations. To her silver bullets if any include vigilance of civil society alliances that 
are focused more on supporting the government to bring legislative reforms and commitment of 
some women legislators towards pro-women legislation especially anti-child marriage. 



Traits like arrogance, abuse etc. detrimental to collective development of a nation and individual 
health, have attained normative status. A majority of the few women who are in influential 
positions very often consider these matching with their status. While elites continue either to 
remain insensitive towards the ordeals of a commoner what is even more inexcusable is that 
many of those who hail originally from humble background completely defy their origins and 
show no qualms in playing oppressor. A totalizing of short-term projects led by non-profits (too 
often owned by affluent and elites of the society) and loads of MoUs spotlighting gender 
mainstreaming and solitary examples of high-achiever women are not the validation of 
empowerment of a commoner woman. 

Ordeals of ordinary Pakistanis in general and women in particular can never be even reduced 
until and unless it becomes mandatory for all politicians especially electable and those women 
who are almost destined to be in the corridors of power that they should have earned experience 
of working with ( not for) the poor. This experience would inculcate in them humility, ability to 
tolerate the smell of sweat and courage to embrace diversity, respect all workers, recognize the 
worth of teachers, scholars and authors. Empowerment in its entirety remains a matter of 
interpretation. Our youth in academia needs to be engaged more and more on discussions around 
feminism and equality. 

The mindset of many academicians needs to be examined as early as possible. Shallowness is 
stifling critical and creative thinking capabilities of our degree-holder youth. Accessibility 
remains a dream not only for physically disabled, but a wider segment of women continued as 
culturally disabled. Even for many urban and educated women, hiring a trusted lawyer remains a 
stumbling block towards accessing their empowerment. Being unaware of rights is a tragedy but 
not being able to get the rights in spite of being aware is devastating and painful. Why social 
media influencers and mainstream media do not raise objections on misusing poor people and 



marginalizing ordinary women; why survivors of harassment and bullying at workplaces are not 
recognized as sheroes, why on-line harassment grabs more attention and funds than interventions 
to eliminate this in real spaces? these and many other related questions do not bother many of us 
even most popular journalists. 

We all know the reasons but are too coward to disclose these openly because the cost is too high. 
Empowerment of women and girls that undoubtedly is critical to structure democratic societies; 
maintaining human rights; growing vibrant market economies; addressing health and education 
challenges and ensuring that development initiatives are effective; could not graduate from a 
mere buzz word. 

How many women were actually empowered remains a question as empowerment is not a single 
and simple measure. It involves . economic, social and cultural, legal, political and psychological 
dimensions. This in turn demands a number of continued and coordinated strategic actions 
geared by a vision that should be above biases of all origins. Powerfully worded speeches, 
pledges etc. were passed in private and public sector initiatives to change this imbalance but I see 
wooly wins and repletion of rhetoric. Transformative changes should begin with the 
Psychological empowerment first, implying self-worth and spiritual bliss. But the challenge is 
that Psychological empowerment means recognition of basic equality of humans and our 
pretentious society is not prepared for this basic acceptance. All else is drama. 

The writer tweets at rakhshinda_dr 

 

 

 
	


